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Report Summary

44%
market potential (overall)

6.4
track rating

Market Potential is the most important commercial indicator for your track. It gives a definitive
prediction of commercial success within the market and is presented as a percentage between 0%
and 85%. You're looking for a minimum of 65% to have a chance of chart success.*

The Market Potential classification indicates where the track is positioned among over 100,000
other tracks.

* Chart success assumes a reasonable promotional budget. It should also be noted that the relative
success of a single is also directly related to the existing profile of an artist.

The Track Rating is the overall rating for your track as calculated from the weighted average of all
the reviewers' ratings. This simply measures how "good" the track is overall (not necessarily the
Market Potential).
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6.4
track rating

This is the overall rating for your track as calculated from the weighted
average of all the reviewers’ ratings. This simply measures how “good” the
track is overall (not necessarily the Market Potential).

Overall Ratings



Review Analysis

Song Element Analysis

This data is generated using a technology that automatically “reads” all your reviews and
identifies which elements of your track reviewers are commenting on most. It then uses advanced
sentiment analysis technology to establish whether the overall sentiment is positive or negative.
This analysis is particularly useful to help identify which elements of your track could be improved.
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Word Cloud

This visualization reveals what emotions and key themes reviewers mentioned most often in their
reviews. The larger the word, the more often it was used by reviewers when describing your track.

beat singer loud intro guitar rock lyrics tune lead style fun
instruments country upbeat melody production fast easy starts love

background instrumentals solo strong performed



Rating: 7 I didnt like this song only because its not my type of music. I did like the
backing beat and gutair but i didnt like the singer. It was too loud and over
powering at points. This isnt for me and i wouldnt recommend it

Rating: 8 The intro has a big guitar driven sound. The singing reminds me a bit of
Freddie Mercury. The mix is too bright and needs more bass to come through.
The singing has a good rock swagger. The lyrics have a good rock and roll
lifestyle type of subject.

Rating: 7 This is cool tune. The artist has a very versatile voulice as he is able to move
up and down the note with ease. The band also has a good combination and
when the lead guitar comes in he plays really well with his instrument.

Rating: 7 A cool and cocky style to the singing performance has a fun and delightful
impact in this song. The lyrical motion further enriches the track with a
thrilling quality that makes it entertaining. The energetic flow of the
instruments enhance the cheerful atmosphere of this country ballad.

Rating: 7 This is the jammy jam! This song sounds very much country mixed with 80s
new wave type of music. This song makes you want To be surrounded by
friends singing along in the summertime! The fiddle is amazing! You dont
hear a fiddle too often!

Rating: 4 vocals and music were both too loud to compliment each other. hard to listen
too as its not a genre i like. lyrics fit well with the vocal and was slow enough
to hear. chorus was memorable and short. use of instruments was good.
wouldnt repeat

Rating: 6 There was a 90s rock sound to this band. It was upbeat and fun, definitely
individualistic in style. The tune wasn't very smooth in its flowing though,
making it hard to process and remember the melody. It was a fun listen,
though and the artist seemed enthusiastic.

Rating: 9 What an intro, in your face and listen to this. Musically the song has a bit of
the band Queen to it, especially the lead guitar, fantastic. I enjoyed the vocals
and catchy chorus line which will help sell this track. The production is also
good so a commercial hit for me.

Rating: 5 A lively beginning, fast and extreme with the male vocalist singing, and they
were not aligned with the structure of the song. I just found it was too noisy,
and all the other elements of the song aren't aligned. I think you need to
involve the audience of listeners more. Ensure the chorous stands out of the
song also.

Rating: 1 The vocals are too aggressive and rough. The melody is a great mix and the
instrumental is a unoriginal. The artist is too much and has no talent. This
song was rushed and thrown together. The lyrics are a mess and all over the
place.

Reviews

These are the comments provided by the 41 music fans and consumers who listened to your track
online and left their track rating and written review.



Rating: 3 This song sounds alright. This song speaks the truth about nothing coming
easy. This artist sounds confident and defiant. This singer has a great band
and sounds like someone is playing the violin on this track. The artist should
have added some type of voice over to this track.

Rating: 8 This song starts off with a fun and energetic vibe. However, there are a few
moments in the song where it sounds like the microphone is having technical
difficulties. I love the fact they have different instrument solos in the song at
different types and they all build up energy making people want to dance.

Rating: 7 A pop song with a great feel to it. The male artist really has nice vocals and
makes this track a great up beat song to listen to when you're feeling good.
Overall an amazing song with great instruments in the background making it
a nice melody.

Rating: 9 A great lively intro . Love it. A 70s feel to the song in parts. Fast paced
musically and vocally. Excellent guitar rift a minute or so in. Chorus is really
rocking. Live the sound if the vocalists voice. An all round very interesting
easy on the ear song

Rating: 6 This reminds me of Christmas time! The holiday season feels near with this
song. The instrumentals are wild and fun. The vocals are cool and carefree.
This track is uplifting! I enjoy the lyrics, too. The song as a whole is rocking
and vibrant. This reminds me of 90's alt rock in a way.

Rating: 9 This song makes me want to dance so badly. I'm very fond of the rhythmic
guitar melody and how it is so upbeat and positive sounding. The lyrics are
impressive as well as the quality of the vocals. I think the quality of the
production is phenomenal.

Rating: 7 american rock style song, guitars drums played very well , the singers voice is
clear and hits the notes well , there are some back up singers/ simgers in the
back ground at points. During the song there is violin / string instrument solo
which is unexpected and bold and works well.

Rating: 5 It sounds like a good soft rock song. The instrumentals are fantastic and the
fiddle is a great touch to the song. The production is very professional. The
lyrics are quite creative and engaging. The overall sound of the song is
uplifting and motivational. I like it.

Rating: 6 the music starts off upbeat and happy but when the vocals start it sounds
more like vocald that would be in a heavy metal song instead. I’m not the
biggest fan of the vocals but yhey could grow on me. The song itself and the
lyrics of catchy.

Rating: 9 This song seems Rock and has good music with fast tune. I like the story of
singing about life with the music. I like the instruments and the held notes
with the music. The track has a culture like flare and can be liked by many.

Rating: 4 The instrumental has a very upbeat tone behind it. I think they should have
played it out a bit more before adding the vocals. Speaking of which, they are
so all over the place it's making me uncomfortable while listening. I think they
need to rethink some aspects of the song. some of the sharp sounds actually
hurt my ears



Rating: 8 This was a very good tune to me and that is because the singer sang this with
a lot of passion. The production also played a great deal in it, the flute was
played well and so was the piano. The length of the song was nice and short
which was not bad.

Rating: 3 The beat is very good and so is the voices. I like the way it all comes together
and I could see myself jamming out to this. I like the lyrics too and It's the
type of song you could listen to bo matter what mood you're in. I wouldn't
change anything about this song. it has so much going on but it all work
together very nicely.

Rating: 4 The intro of the song starts off strong getting me hype instantly. The fast pace
song gets me excited and the vocals are quite catchy. The guitar solo a
minute into the song was absolutely amazing. I like the background vocals,
they add a little bit extra to the song.

Rating: 10 A very beautiful and happy song that shakes every party was performed by a
very dominant singer, and he performed beautiful harmonic techniques, and
the composer was able to inspire the audience with a combination of different
instruments. The ability to discover the role of a good composer was not
ineffective in the success of a song.

Rating: 7 An old style type of music. I love the instrumentals and the vocals and there
ranges. Very clean lyrics nothing bad in them. Would add this to my play list.
Speaking the truth within the song about how nothing comes easy which is
the truth

Rating: 4 The intro to this song is great right from the start there is a high pace tempo
and the voice is loud but isn’t annoyingly high pitched. The backing track also
goes nicely with the voice track. As the song goes on it does get better and
louder it is good the the song is built up in stages and then helps the listener
get into it before it starts to get more enjoyable.

Rating: 8 Throw back to 90s rock, country, bluegrass... This song sounds really old but
it's enjoyable because the vocals, music and the lyrics are good. I can hear
this on car rides, lounges, radio, beach, hotels, work and so forth. I wish the
instrumentals were a little more contemporary but the song works.

Rating: 6 This song is great. However, I feel that the song is quite noisy in that the
instrumentals are a little bit jumbled up. The lyrics are well done and very
educative. The vocals come out well and the flow of the singer is wonderful.
However, I do not think the song has strong commercial potential

Rating: 9 I don’t really like songs like this songs like this you have to have to be in a
specific mood to like tracks like this. I really like how well planed out the lyrics
seem to be. I like how all the instruments work together to create a specific
type of music.

Rating: 7 This song brings back many happy memories of whenI was a child. The lyrics
is nice and filled with memories. The way he sings it makes it better as well. I
love the melody and the instruments, but I think the lyrics is definetly the best
part about this musical piece. I would definitely rate this song a 10/10.

Rating: 7 A lively country rock track. It features a spirited lead vocalist with an
emphatic, expressive phrasing. He also has a good tone and pitch. The
background vocals are well harmonized. There are good leads and fills on
violin. Your track is fairly composed and arranged.



Rating: 8 Surprisingly, I really liked this song. The instrumentals and musicans all
performed this song in the best way possible, and the art of production is
clear when listening. I really like the guitar solo half way through and the way
the different instrumentals all blended together. I would download this, as I
think the more I listened the better it would get.

Rating: 6 I like how strong this song starts out and the choice of instruments. The male
vocals work well together and there are a few standouts. If I had to suggest
something, I think the drums need to be louder. Right now everything is just
one note and nothing really punches you in the face. The guitar solo is quite
impressive however and I do like that.

Rating: 9 Upbeat and uplifting start to the song with a good broad use of different
instruments. Also has a good use of backing vocals along with the lead singer,
who has a good use of their voice. The song is upbeat and is very exciting.
This is very good with the broad use of intrsuments as well. i LIke it very
much I wouldnt add to my own playlist because its not my type of music

Rating: 2 There seem to be many conflicting musical instruments being utilized here.
Plus, the vocals sound like they are doing their own thing. neither the vocals
nor music do a good job complementing one another. This song just seems
like it's all over the place and not performed as one song.

Rating: 4 This blasts in with a fair amount of energy with guitars, a bass guitar, real
drums and a piano. So this is just an acoustic affair then. It's highly energetic
not through tempo but through the manic nature of it. There's so much going
on which is all very clever but it lacks too much focus for my liking. There are
so many chord and rhythmical changes that it's not that easy to listen to
without it being a bit irritating. The way that it's recorded and mixed is pretty
faultless but it's also very old fashioned, kind of reminding me of The Rolling
Stones on speed or something. I can't see this doing well commercially in the
UK because it wouldn't fit into what's fashionable at all.

Rating: 5 The vocal definitely reminded me of Oasis. The music was more mainstream I
must say, slightly retro with a strong glam rock feel. I found the melodies a bit
random. The guitar solo sounded like synth. The song sounded loud and
flashy, but was a bit forgettable lacking originality.

Rating: 8 this was an ok track, the melody was refreshing and the beat was well-timed.
the music felt inspired and quite relatable. looking forward to more tracks like
these in the future. just sit back, unwind and enjoy the lyrics performed by an
outstanding artist. personally, the lyrics are right up my alley. thank you.

Rating: 8 I really like the song because of the tempo it's perfect. the instruments in the
song are very good because it matches the background music perfectly. it
could be better if the Dynamics were higher. overall I think it's pretty decent
for this particular genre.
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